Hulu Kenaboi and/or Gunung Besar Hantu mountain.
Negeri Sembilan
1- Hulu Kenaboi
Walking distance: about 8-10 hours per way
Difficulty: ♥♥♥♥♥/♥♥♥♥♥
Program: 3 days / 2 nights
From Zaini GuestHouse you will be sent by 4X4 to the beginning
of the trail (about 5 min.), then you will go up to cross the famous
ginger crops before reaching the edge of the jungle. From then on
few hills have to be gone up and down before arriving at the camp
site that is located next to an awesome waterfall. Of course, on
the way few stops are scheduled to rest and to have lunch. The
next day you can enjoy the river and go fishing and diving; or
participate to preparing the typically jungle meals. The third day,
after breakfast, clean up the camp and back to Zaini GuestHouse.
Price: RM 250 per person with a minimum of 10 pax
The journey includes:
-

3 or 4 guides according to the number of participants
Transport
First Aid
Food (7 meals) and drinks
All Camping equipment (except sleeping bag
torchlight)

and

2- Gunung Besar Hantu to Hulu Kenaboi to Janda Baik
Walking distance: about 6 to 8 hours per day
Difficulty: ♥♥♥♥♥/♥♥♥♥♥
Program: 5 days / 4 nights
From Zaini GuestHouse you will be sent by 4X4 to
the beginning of the trail (about 5 min.), then you will
go up to cross the famous ginger crops before
reaching the edge of the jungle. From then on few
hills have to be gone up and down; a real adventure
out-of-the-beaten-track trek, some fallen trees or
bamboos will most probably have to be cut into
pieces as well. You might meet some Orang Asli
(indigenous nomadic people) or some wildlife. A
long day before arriving at the camp site. Of course
on the way few stops are scheduled to rest and to
have lunch. The next day you will climb to the

summit of Gunung Besar Hantu located in Negeri Sembilan state. The third day, you will be on your way
back and stop for one night to rest near to an awesome waterfall at Hulu Kenaboi. The fourth day, after
breakfast, clean up the camp and back to Zaini GuestHouse.
Price: RM 350 per person with a minimum of 10 pax
The journey includes:
-

3 or 4 guides according to the number of participants
Transport
First Aid
Food (12 meals) and drinks
All Camping equipment (except sleeping bag and torchlight)

